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Quickly record diving activities and synchronize with the Uwatec Dive Computer. Record the date
and time of every dive or event. Choose your favorite format from the Explorer window to save dive

records and export them to Excel or CSV files. Create multiple divers profiles. Create your own profile
from the Explorer window. Share your dives with friends and family with the Uwatec dive profile
manager. Different operation modes - simple, detailed, fully detailed and unlimited data views.

Record your dive sites and the date and time of each dive to help in evaluating your performance.
Export dive records in CSV or Excel files for further analysis. JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and

comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an advanced logbook of
your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be

displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user
interface of the program is quite neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to
obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked or moved as you desire, and they can

be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and
information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick
syncing JtB Dive LogBook allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by

connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs,
bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's performance. Insightful statistics

about the locations and number of dives The application allows you to put together an in-depth
database of information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving you
an insightful overview of your diving activity. Also, from the statistics gathered by JtB Dive LogBook,

you can analyze your diving performance improvement over time. The application allows you to
create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving locations, for easily selecting them
when creating an event. For easily accessing the windows or actions you require, the program comes

with various shortcut keys, which can be customized in order to fit your needs. An advanced and
reliable diving statistics logger JtB Dive LogBook comes with an easy to use and ergonomic interface

that allows you to record advanced and insightful information
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Download: License: Product Reviews Please check your Windows version carefully: "This utility [JtB
Dive LogBook] is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and

manage an advanced logbook of your dives." "When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window
will be displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings." "The graphic

user interface of the program is quite neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so
as to obtain a personalized workspace." "The windows can be docked or moved as you desire, and
they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and

information available and ready any time." "Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick
syncing" "JtB Dive LogBook allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by

connecting it to your PC." "The statistics uploaded into JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as
graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's performance." "Insightful

statistics about the locations and number of dives" "The application allows you to put together an in-
depth database of information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving

you an insightful overview of your diving activity." "Also, from the statistics gathered by JtB Dive
LogBook, you can analyze your diving performance improvement over time. " "The application allows

you to create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving locations, for easily
selecting them when creating an event." "For easily accessing the windows or actions you require,

the program comes with various shortcut keys, which can be customized in order to fit your needs."
Please check your Windows version carefully: "This utility [JtB Dive LogBook] is a reliable and

comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an advanced logbook of
your dives." "When first opening J b7e8fdf5c8
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1) A reliable and comprehensive diving statistics logger - Create a single profile or a group of
multiple profiles to record your diving activities, taking into account diving parameters, locations,
and easy-to-use user interface - Record your activities to a logbook file and/or to a CSV (comma
separated values) file - Use the calculated statistics to analyze and compare diving performance -
Collect diving data and statistics from the Uwatec Dive Computer via Bluetooth and sync them to the
program - Export statistics to CSV (comma separated values) files from which you can easily import
them into a spreadsheet (MS Excel) 2) High flexibility software solution for all divers and their
equipment - Implemented with multiple ways of data capture (manual, timer, and Bluetooth) and
with multiple ways of export (CSV file, logbook file, and HTML) - Equipped with various way of
statistics calculation (sum, mean, min, max, mode, and average) - Equalizer chart and pie chart are
the basic graphs 3) User friendly and intuitive software with easy-to-use interface - Shows the dive
event data in real-time - Allow you to record the dive parameters and location using a free form
report - Use the attached Uwatec Dive Computer to record your dive information (depth, time, rate,
etc) 4) Compatible with Divers that use: Blackfin BCD, Blue Wings Scuba Computer, Blackfin Drive,
Blackfin AC, Blackfin SC, Scubapro D10, Scubapro D60, Scubapro V, and, the latest Dewalt DC30,
scuba/dive computers that use MIDI/Bluetooth DiveLog Pro is designed to be the ultimate universal
dive log software. DiveLog Pro has all the features you need to record all of your scuba diving data in
one easy to use package. DiveLog Pro allows you to record all of your diving activities, such as diving
depth, water temperature, exercise, dive(s) with buddy, dive computer, dive equipment, dive site,
dive course, and much much more. DiveLog Pro is the most comprehensive dive log software on the
market today, and has become the standard in the dive industry. This is an Add-in for Microsoft Excel
that allows you to easily connect to a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Logbook USB Dongle and log your
dive data. The

What's New In JtB Dive LogBook?

JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and
manage an advanced logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive
LogBook, a setup window will be displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal
settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite neatly organized and also can be
customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked or
moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple
windows with statistics and information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec
Dive Computer allows quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook allows you to sync your profile data from the
Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into JtB Dive LogBook are
then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's
performance. Insightful statistics about the locations and number of dives The application allows you
to put together an in-depth database of information and statistics about the number of dives, the
date and location, giving you an insightful overview of your diving activity. Also, from the statistics
gathered by JtB Dive LogBook, you can analyze your diving performance improvement over time.
The application allows you to create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving
locations, for easily selecting them when creating an event. For easily accessing the windows or
actions you require, the program comes with various shortcut keys, which can be customized in
order to fit your needs. DiveLog Beta is the first beta test of the DiveLog software. For this reason, it
is necessary to inform you that the program is in beta stage for about one month. The market will
take the feedback of this period. We suggest you to bookmark this website to regularly follow the
evolution of this beta test. The public release will be in the first quarter of 2017. JtB Dive LogBook
allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The
statistics uploaded into JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you
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an insightful overview of the diver's performance. Insightful statistics about the locations and
number of dives The application allows you to put together an in-depth database of information and
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 with UAC (Win 7 SP1 is recommended) • 1.6GHz or faster Dual Core CPU •
1 GB RAM (2GB recommended) • DirectX 11 graphics card • 1 GB VRAM (2GB recommended) •
VRAM at least 1 GB for systems that use anti-aliasing • Internet connection • 1280 x 720 resolution
or higher Interact with the game using the D-Pad, Analog Stick, face buttons, or keyboard/
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